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The collection of Professor Emeritus
Tan Sri Dato’ Dr Limkokwing’s Guli-
Guli features selected strips from the
regular series which appeared in the
New Sunday Times from 1981 to 1987.





Itwasachildhoodpastimeofdoodlinganddreamingthathe
turned intocartoons to amuse his friends.Little did heknow
that this pastime would make him Malaysia's first cartoonist. 
His passion for art was something that he kept secret from
his parents who felt it was a waste of time. But in school,
he was popular to an extent where he was called to take
over the class when the art teacher was unavailable.
At the age of 18, he took up a job selling encyclopaedias and
cars. He used his income to produce cartoons and posters
to establish a portfolio. Within 6 months, he had enough
material to showcase his work to a publishing company.
On the strength of his work, he landed a job as an illus-
trator and began designing book covers. It was hard work
but he was happy that he was on the right track to build
the career he wanted, doing what he loved.
He was adept at conceptualising and this led to him head-
ing a big team of artists and illustrators. But the long hours
and repetitive work bored him. He collected the cartoon
strips he had been working on in his spare time to approach
the now defunct Eastern Sun newspaper and pitch for an
opportunity to serialise it.
The newspaper accepted his proposal and Tan Sri
Limkokwing achieved his first milestone when his
strip - ABU - became Malaysia's first local daily car-
toon series.



Years later, as he branched out into advertising -  becom-
ing not only the first but also the youngest Creative
Director of a multinational agency and then leaving to set
up his own company while still in his 20s - he continued
to work on his cartoon strips. 
His second set of cartoons - Guli-Guli - made its debut in
the national daily New Sunday Times in 1981. It was
aimed at breaking the monopoly enjoyed by foreign car-
toon strips in the local media.
That same year Malaysia's new Prime Minister Dato’ Seri,
and now Tun, Dr Mahathir bin Mohamad was attracted
to the crafty satire of Tan Sri Limkokwing's cartoons
which highlighted the Malaysian ethnic eccentricities.
In 1982, the Guli-Guli strips were featured on billboards
all over the country, carrying out a goodwill message to
foster courtesy and good behaviour among the people of
different races who lived in Malaysia. 
In this publication we have put together the entire series
in one edition so a new generation of Malaysians is able to
access a historical piece of creative Malaysia. 

A Collector’s Limited Edition
A warm-hearted series of social commentaries by

Malaysia’s first cartoonist
Professor Emeritus Tan Sri Dato’ Dr Limkokwing



Guli-Guli. Marbles. Small glass balls used in games played
by children.
Guli-Guli. A reflection of the multi-faceted idiosyncracies
peculiar to a character. A revelation of self-pretensions,
underlined by casual humour.
More earnest in intention than the normal funnies but
lighter in vein than the serious political cartoon, Tan Sri
Limkokwing’s Guli-Guli makes incisive observations on
the foibles of humankind.
The cartoonist’s sketchpad ranges into a spectrum of
issues close to the Malaysian heart, be it the general elec-
tion, the much-debated Radio Television Malaysia, a
jailbreak, education or blackouts. 
His strips are designed to dispel racial distrust and encou-
rage racial goodwill to highlight the role of women in
society, and often, to present the average Malaysian’s
view of current issues to the powers-that-be.
Guli-Guli pricks the bubbles of those too full of their own
importance as much as it pricks the conscience of those
indifferent to the needs of the unfortunate.



From the springboard of current issues,
Limkokwing examines the effect gov-
ernment, the public and friends often
have on the individual. He plays the
role of questioning fellow citizens,
helping the authorities see the view of
the Malaysian man-on-the-street and
gently highlighting the Malaysian
facets of the Malaysian character.  



Here then is the political and social message distilled into
its simplest form –the cartoon strip. In the now familiar
figures of philosopher Bakar, fence-sitter Ah Boo and
dreamer Muthu, we see stances of human nature that every
person recognises.
More character types than representatives of their race,
they cause us to think even as we smile. “Yes, I know
someone like that.”
In our more reflective moments, we might even admit to
ourselves in the privacy of our minds, “Yes, I’m like that
sometimes.”
Guli-Guli. Marbles. Small glass balls used in games played
by children.

byLimkokwing



Malaysians are becoming more aware of the need to tackle pollution. The problem is,
“Will pollution overwhelm us before we overcome it?”  



Man, where are you when we need you?



Improving the standard of education is a good thing. But what if 2,000 of the nation’s
already-short supply of teachers were accepted into the universities?



What happens when, in our eagerness to overcome the shortage of teachers, we recruit
indiscriminately?



How effective a role does the Malaysian parent play in his children’s education?
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